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the seven newly collected tales in this volume include reata s peril trek and dust storm buy now to get the key takeaways from norman vincent peale s the
power of positive thinking sample key takeaways 1 we all experience feelings of inferiority which we carry with us from childhood into adulthood the
first thing you need to do to get over this inferiority complex is figure out where it stems from perhaps with the aid of a counselor 2 always remember
that god is on your side with him everything is possible even if you don t feel capable examining the developments in the political and religious
landscape of western europe between the tenth and thirteenth centuries power and faith explores the origins of dominant nation sates and religious
institutions in the west emerged out of the fractured and fragmented post carolingian world as a foundational text for those new to the period the book
offers a clear chronological framework for understanding and analysing the emerging polities of western europe and an examination of the influence of the
papacy and the crusades across christian life and culture mixed with careful consideration of major social and economic themes including urbanisation
rural revolution and the role of women in politics religion and society the book gives a uniquely comprehensive overview of political and religious
developments in western europe during a neglected yet fundamentally significant period the book is divided into six parts part one sets out the scope and
aims of the book and discusses the sources used parts two and six provide overviews of the political and religious states of affairs in europe at the
start and end of the period respectively framed by these sections the book is divided into three chronologically ordered parts each containing three
chapters the first offers a brief account of the main historiography of the period concerned the second provides a thorough account and analysis of the
main political developments across europe during it and the third explores the main religious changes power and faith is an essential introductory guide
for students and researchers interested in politics religion and society in western europe during the middle ages a bold new history of the rise and
expansion of the norman dynasty across europe from byzantium to england in the eleventh century the climate was improving population was growing and
people were on the move the norman dynasty ranged across europe led by men who achieved lasting fame such as william the conqueror and robert guiscard
these figures cultivated an image of unstoppable norman success and their victories make for a great story but how much of it is true in this insightful
history judith green challenges old certainties and explores the reality of norman life across the continent there were many soldiers of fortune but
their successes were down to timing good luck and ruthless leadership green shows the normans profound impact from drastic change in england to laying
the foundations for unification in sicily to their contribution to the first crusade going beyond the familiar she looks at personal dynastic
relationships and the important part women played in what at first sight seems a resolutely masculine world the twelfth century borderlands of the duchy
of normandy formed the cockpit for dynastic rivalries between the kings of england and france this 2004 book examines how the political divisions between
normandy and its neighbours shaped the communities of the norman frontier it traces the region s history from the conquest of normandy in 1106 by henry i
of england to the duchy s annexation in 1204 by the king of france philip augustus and its incorporation into the capetian kingdom it explores the impact
of the frontier upon princely and ecclesiastical power structures customary laws and noble strategies such as marriage patronage and suretyship
particular attention is paid to the lesser aristocracy as well as the better known magnates and an extended appendix reconstructs the genealogies of
thirty three prominent frontier lineages the book sheds light upon the twelfth century french aristocracy and makes a significant contribution to our
understanding of medieval political frontiers this important addition to the literature is the first overall study of the architecture of norman england
since sir alfred clapham s english romanesque architecture after the conquest 1934 eric fernie a recognized authority on the subject begins with an
overview of the architecture ofthe period paying special attention to the importance of the architectural evidence for an understanding of the norman
conquest the second part the core of the book is an examination of the buildings defined by their function as castles halls and chamber blocks cathedrals
abbeys andcollegiate churches monastic buildings parish churches and palace chapels the third part is a reference guide to the elements which make up the
buildings such as apses passages vaults galleries and decorative features and the fourth offers an account of the processes by which they wereplanned and
constructed this book contains powerful new ideas that will affect the way in which we look at and analyze these buildings this invaluable volume
contains a biography of nobel laureate norman f ramsey as well as reprints and retrospective commentaries on 56 papers relating to spectroscopy with
coherent radiation the earliest papers describe his work with i i rabi developing the then new magnetic resonance method and its uses to measure magnetic
moments of the different forms of hydrogen and to discover the deuteron electric quadrupole moment later papers include his invention of the method of
coherent separated oscillatory fields the development of the atomic hydrogen maser and the uses of these methods to measure properties of nucleons nuclei
atoms and molecules and to test parity and time reversal symmetries other papers present the first successful theories of nuclear magnetic shielding nmr
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chemical shifts electron coupled nuclear spin spin interactions and negative absolute temperatures the discovery of islands consists of a series of
linked essays in british history written by one of the world s leading historians of political thought and published over the past three decades its
purpose is to present british history as that of several nations interacting with and sometimes seceding from an imperial state the commentary presents
this history as that of an archipelago expanding across oceans to the antipodes both new zealand history and the author s new zealand heritage inform
this vision presenting british history as oceanic and global complementing and occasionally criticising the presentation of that history as european
professor pocock s interpretation of british history has been hugely influential in recent years making the discovery of islands a resource of immense
value for historians of britain and the world norman history is covered by chapters on the detailed account of pope alexander iii s deeds as abbot of
mont saint michel that robert of torigni added to the monastic cartulary on religious life in rouen in the late 11th century and on ducal involvement in
dispute settlement this is an introduction to the history of england and normandy in the 11th and 12th centuries within the broad field of cultural
history there are discussions of language literature the writing of history and ecclesiastical architecture in the eleventh and twelfth centuries the
normans had a formative influence on the development of states and societies in the british isles southern italy and the levant their achievements still
resonate powerfully today and represent a vital field of historical study but how far did colonial elites define themselves as norman and to what extent
were they categorized as such by others what were the defining attributes of the supremacies achieved by the normans and by other incomers associated
with them and how decisive and diverse was the impact of their influence on local power structures and native societies how readily did they reach
accommodations with those societies and how might their own identities be renegotiated within the context of cross cultural encounters and in terms of
the progress and practices of state formation what was the balance between old and new these are some of the key questions addressed in this collection
of essays which also treats the normans as a genuinely european phenomenon norman activity in the british isles and in the mediterranean lands receives
equal coverage and the topics explored include identities and identification marriage policies acculturation the pre existing landscapes of power and how
far they were transformed castle building strategies the nature of frontiers urban government and law and legislation this volume therefore serves both
to illustrate and to open up for fresh debate many of the salient themes concerning the norman experience of diaspora and settlement at the same time it
seeks to underscore how the dynamics character and consequences of norman expansion and the connections continuities and contrasts can better be
appreciated by taking the wider norman world or worlds as the focus for collective study a riveting and authoritative history of the single most
important event in english history the norman conquest an upstart french duke who sets out to conquer the most powerful and unified kingdom in
christendom an invasion force on a scale not seen since the days of the romans one of the bloodiest and most decisive battles ever fought this new
history explains why the norman conquest was the most significant cultural and military episode in english history assessing the original evidence at
every turn marc morris goes beyond the familiar outline to explain why england was at once so powerful and yet so vulnerable to william the conqueror s
attack morris writes with passion verve and scrupulous concern for historical accuracy this is the definitive account for our times of an extraordinary
story indeed the pivotal moment in the shaping of the english nation wide ranging studies offer an in depth analysis of castle building 11th 12th
centuries and place castles within their broader social and political context the castles of the eleventh and twelfth centuries remain among the most
visible symbols of the anglo norman world this collection brings together for the first time some of the most significant articles in castle studies with
contributions from experts in history archaeology and historic buildings castles remain a controversial topic of academic debate and here equal weight is
given to seminal articles that have defined the study of the subject while at the same time emphasising newer approaches to the fortresses of the anglo
norman aristocracy the studies in this volume range from discussions of the residential and military role of the castle to architectural symbolismand
royal attitudes to baronial fortification the result is a survey that offers an in depth analysis of castle building during the eleventh and twelfth
centuries but which also places anglo norman castles within their broader social architectural and political context contributors ann williams richard
eales derek renn lawrence butler robert higham marjorie chibnall r allen brown charles coulson sidney painter frederick c suppe grant g simpson bruce
webster j r kenyon thomas mcneill t a heslop philip dixon pamela marshall john blair charles coulson robert liddiard this book discussed the processes by
which the gaelic kingdom of alba established its mastery over the lesser kingdoms of northern mainland britain and transformed itself into a state
recognisable as scotland for a long time the norman conquest has been viewed as a turning point in english history an event which transformed english
identity sovereignty kingship and culture the years between 1066 and 1086 saw the largest transfer of property ever seen in english history comparable in
scale if not greater than the revolutions in france in 1789 and russia in 1917 this transfer and the means to achieve it had a profound effect upon the
english and welsh landscape an impact that is clearly visible almost 1 000 years afterwards although there have been numerous books examining different
aspects of the british landscape this is the first to look specifically at the way in which the normans shaped our towns and countryside the castles
abbeys churches and cathedrals built in the new norman romanesque style after 1066 represent the most obvious legacy of what was effectively a colonial
take over of england such phenomena furnished a broader landscape that was fashioned to intimidate and demonstrate the norman dominance of towns and
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villages the devastation that followed the conquest characterised by the harrying of the north had a long term impact in the form of new planned
settlements and agriculture the imposition of forest laws restricting hunting to the norman king and the establishment of a military landscape in areas
such as the welsh marches had a similar impact on the countryside an examination into two of the most important activities undertaken by the normans
turold wadard and vitalis why are they on the bayeux tapestry this book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the asia pacific region
since the end of the cold war by systematically examining the development of power dynamics in asia pacific it challenges the notion that a wealthier and
militarily more powerful china is automatically turning the regional tides in its favour with a special emphasis on sino us competition the book explores
the alleged linkage between the regional distribution of relevant material and immaterial capabilities national power and the much cited regional power
shift the book presents a novel concept for measuring power in international relations by outlining a composite index on aggregated power ciap that
includes 55 variables for 44 regional countries and covers a period of twenty years moreover it develops a middle power theory that outlines the
significance of middle powers in times of major power shifts by addressing political military and economic cooperation via a structured focused
comparison and by applying a comparative historical analysis the book analyses in depth the bilateral relations of six regional middle powers to
washington and beijing whilst historians often regard the norman kingdom of sicily as centralised and administratively advanced county and nobility in
norman italy counters this traditional interpretation far from centralised and streamlined this book reveals how the genesis and social structures of the
kingdom were constantly fraught between the forces of royal power and local aristocracy authority in doing so hervin fernandez aceves sheds important new
light on medieval italy this book is the result of thorough research conducted on the vast source material for the history of this fascinating 12th
century world starting with the activities of norman counts and the configuration of the counties it explores how social control operated in these nodes
of regional authority and argues that the sicilian monarchy relied on the counties and the counts authority to keep the realm united and exercise control
begun in 2010 as part of the histories of literatures in european languages series sponsored by the international comparative literature association the
current project on new literary hybrids in the age of multimedia expression recognizes the global shift toward the visual and the virtual in all areas of
textuality the printed verbal text is increasingly joined with the visual often electronic text this shift has opened up new domains of human achievement
in art and culture the international roster of 24 contributors to this volume pursue a broad range of issues under four sets of questions that allow a
larger conversation to emerge both inside the volume s sections and between them the four sections cover 1 multimedia productions in theoretical and
historical perspective 2 regional and intercultural projects 3 forms and genres and 4 readers and rewriters in multimedia environments the essays
included in this volume are examples of the kinds of projects and inquiries that have become possible at the interface between literature and other media
new and old they emphasize the extent to which hypertextual multimedia and virtual reality technologies have enhanced the sociality of reading and
writing enabling more people to interact than ever before at the same time however they warn that as long as these technologies are used to reinforce old
habits of reading writing they will deliver modest results one of the major tasks pursued by the contributors to this volume is to integrate literature
in the global informational environment where it can function as an imaginative partner teaching its interpretive competencies to other components of the
cultural landscape a series which is a model of its kind edmund king history
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Predatory Kinship and the Creation of Norman Power, 840-1066

1988-01-01

the seven newly collected tales in this volume include reata s peril trek and dust storm

Summary of Norman Vincent Peale’s The Power of Positive Thinking

2021-05-18

buy now to get the key takeaways from norman vincent peale s the power of positive thinking sample key takeaways 1 we all experience feelings of
inferiority which we carry with us from childhood into adulthood the first thing you need to do to get over this inferiority complex is figure out where
it stems from perhaps with the aid of a counselor 2 always remember that god is on your side with him everything is possible even if you don t feel
capable

Power and Faith

2023-05-17

examining the developments in the political and religious landscape of western europe between the tenth and thirteenth centuries power and faith explores
the origins of dominant nation sates and religious institutions in the west emerged out of the fractured and fragmented post carolingian world as a
foundational text for those new to the period the book offers a clear chronological framework for understanding and analysing the emerging polities of
western europe and an examination of the influence of the papacy and the crusades across christian life and culture mixed with careful consideration of
major social and economic themes including urbanisation rural revolution and the role of women in politics religion and society the book gives a uniquely
comprehensive overview of political and religious developments in western europe during a neglected yet fundamentally significant period the book is
divided into six parts part one sets out the scope and aims of the book and discusses the sources used parts two and six provide overviews of the
political and religious states of affairs in europe at the start and end of the period respectively framed by these sections the book is divided into
three chronologically ordered parts each containing three chapters the first offers a brief account of the main historiography of the period concerned
the second provides a thorough account and analysis of the main political developments across europe during it and the third explores the main religious
changes power and faith is an essential introductory guide for students and researchers interested in politics religion and society in western europe
during the middle ages

Radical Fictions And The Novels Of Norman Mailer

1990-01-22

a bold new history of the rise and expansion of the norman dynasty across europe from byzantium to england in the eleventh century the climate was
improving population was growing and people were on the move the norman dynasty ranged across europe led by men who achieved lasting fame such as william
the conqueror and robert guiscard these figures cultivated an image of unstoppable norman success and their victories make for a great story but how much
of it is true in this insightful history judith green challenges old certainties and explores the reality of norman life across the continent there were
many soldiers of fortune but their successes were down to timing good luck and ruthless leadership green shows the normans profound impact from drastic
change in england to laying the foundations for unification in sicily to their contribution to the first crusade going beyond the familiar she looks at
personal dynastic relationships and the important part women played in what at first sight seems a resolutely masculine world
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The Normans

2022-03-22

the twelfth century borderlands of the duchy of normandy formed the cockpit for dynastic rivalries between the kings of england and france this 2004 book
examines how the political divisions between normandy and its neighbours shaped the communities of the norman frontier it traces the region s history
from the conquest of normandy in 1106 by henry i of england to the duchy s annexation in 1204 by the king of france philip augustus and its incorporation
into the capetian kingdom it explores the impact of the frontier upon princely and ecclesiastical power structures customary laws and noble strategies
such as marriage patronage and suretyship particular attention is paid to the lesser aristocracy as well as the better known magnates and an extended
appendix reconstructs the genealogies of thirty three prominent frontier lineages the book sheds light upon the twelfth century french aristocracy and
makes a significant contribution to our understanding of medieval political frontiers

The Norman Frontier in the Twelfth and Early Thirteenth Centuries

2004-12-16

this important addition to the literature is the first overall study of the architecture of norman england since sir alfred clapham s english romanesque
architecture after the conquest 1934 eric fernie a recognized authority on the subject begins with an overview of the architecture ofthe period paying
special attention to the importance of the architectural evidence for an understanding of the norman conquest the second part the core of the book is an
examination of the buildings defined by their function as castles halls and chamber blocks cathedrals abbeys andcollegiate churches monastic buildings
parish churches and palace chapels the third part is a reference guide to the elements which make up the buildings such as apses passages vaults
galleries and decorative features and the fourth offers an account of the processes by which they wereplanned and constructed this book contains powerful
new ideas that will affect the way in which we look at and analyze these buildings

The Architecture of Norman England

2002

this invaluable volume contains a biography of nobel laureate norman f ramsey as well as reprints and retrospective commentaries on 56 papers relating to
spectroscopy with coherent radiation the earliest papers describe his work with i i rabi developing the then new magnetic resonance method and its uses
to measure magnetic moments of the different forms of hydrogen and to discover the deuteron electric quadrupole moment later papers include his invention
of the method of coherent separated oscillatory fields the development of the atomic hydrogen maser and the uses of these methods to measure properties
of nucleons nuclei atoms and molecules and to test parity and time reversal symmetries other papers present the first successful theories of nuclear
magnetic shielding nmr chemical shifts electron coupled nuclear spin spin interactions and negative absolute temperatures

Spectroscopy With Coherent Radiation: Selected Papers Of Norman F Ramsey (With Commentary)

1998-06-04

the discovery of islands consists of a series of linked essays in british history written by one of the world s leading historians of political thought
and published over the past three decades its purpose is to present british history as that of several nations interacting with and sometimes seceding
from an imperial state the commentary presents this history as that of an archipelago expanding across oceans to the antipodes both new zealand history
and the author s new zealand heritage inform this vision presenting british history as oceanic and global complementing and occasionally criticising the
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presentation of that history as european professor pocock s interpretation of british history has been hugely influential in recent years making the
discovery of islands a resource of immense value for historians of britain and the world

The Discovery of Islands

2005-09-08

norman history is covered by chapters on the detailed account of pope alexander iii s deeds as abbot of mont saint michel that robert of torigni added to
the monastic cartulary on religious life in rouen in the late 11th century and on ducal involvement in dispute settlement

Anglo-Norman Studies XXXIV

2012

this is an introduction to the history of england and normandy in the 11th and 12th centuries within the broad field of cultural history there are
discussions of language literature the writing of history and ecclesiastical architecture

A Companion to the Anglo-Norman World

2007

in the eleventh and twelfth centuries the normans had a formative influence on the development of states and societies in the british isles southern
italy and the levant their achievements still resonate powerfully today and represent a vital field of historical study but how far did colonial elites
define themselves as norman and to what extent were they categorized as such by others what were the defining attributes of the supremacies achieved by
the normans and by other incomers associated with them and how decisive and diverse was the impact of their influence on local power structures and
native societies how readily did they reach accommodations with those societies and how might their own identities be renegotiated within the context of
cross cultural encounters and in terms of the progress and practices of state formation what was the balance between old and new these are some of the
key questions addressed in this collection of essays which also treats the normans as a genuinely european phenomenon norman activity in the british
isles and in the mediterranean lands receives equal coverage and the topics explored include identities and identification marriage policies
acculturation the pre existing landscapes of power and how far they were transformed castle building strategies the nature of frontiers urban government
and law and legislation this volume therefore serves both to illustrate and to open up for fresh debate many of the salient themes concerning the norman
experience of diaspora and settlement at the same time it seeks to underscore how the dynamics character and consequences of norman expansion and the
connections continuities and contrasts can better be appreciated by taking the wider norman world or worlds as the focus for collective study

Norman Expansion

2016-05-23

a riveting and authoritative history of the single most important event in english history the norman conquest an upstart french duke who sets out to
conquer the most powerful and unified kingdom in christendom an invasion force on a scale not seen since the days of the romans one of the bloodiest and
most decisive battles ever fought this new history explains why the norman conquest was the most significant cultural and military episode in english
history assessing the original evidence at every turn marc morris goes beyond the familiar outline to explain why england was at once so powerful and yet
so vulnerable to william the conqueror s attack morris writes with passion verve and scrupulous concern for historical accuracy this is the definitive
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account for our times of an extraordinary story indeed the pivotal moment in the shaping of the english nation

The Norman Conquest

2022-09-13

wide ranging studies offer an in depth analysis of castle building 11th 12th centuries and place castles within their broader social and political
context the castles of the eleventh and twelfth centuries remain among the most visible symbols of the anglo norman world this collection brings together
for the first time some of the most significant articles in castle studies with contributions from experts in history archaeology and historic buildings
castles remain a controversial topic of academic debate and here equal weight is given to seminal articles that have defined the study of the subject
while at the same time emphasising newer approaches to the fortresses of the anglo norman aristocracy the studies in this volume range from discussions
of the residential and military role of the castle to architectural symbolismand royal attitudes to baronial fortification the result is a survey that
offers an in depth analysis of castle building during the eleventh and twelfth centuries but which also places anglo norman castles within their broader
social architectural and political context contributors ann williams richard eales derek renn lawrence butler robert higham marjorie chibnall r allen
brown charles coulson sidney painter frederick c suppe grant g simpson bruce webster j r kenyon thomas mcneill t a heslop philip dixon pamela marshall
john blair charles coulson robert liddiard

Anglo-Norman Castles

2003

this book discussed the processes by which the gaelic kingdom of alba established its mastery over the lesser kingdoms of northern mainland britain and
transformed itself into a state recognisable as scotland

Hearings

1943

for a long time the norman conquest has been viewed as a turning point in english history an event which transformed english identity sovereignty
kingship and culture the years between 1066 and 1086 saw the largest transfer of property ever seen in english history comparable in scale if not greater
than the revolutions in france in 1789 and russia in 1917 this transfer and the means to achieve it had a profound effect upon the english and welsh
landscape an impact that is clearly visible almost 1 000 years afterwards although there have been numerous books examining different aspects of the
british landscape this is the first to look specifically at the way in which the normans shaped our towns and countryside the castles abbeys churches and
cathedrals built in the new norman romanesque style after 1066 represent the most obvious legacy of what was effectively a colonial take over of england
such phenomena furnished a broader landscape that was fashioned to intimidate and demonstrate the norman dominance of towns and villages the devastation
that followed the conquest characterised by the harrying of the north had a long term impact in the form of new planned settlements and agriculture the
imposition of forest laws restricting hunting to the norman king and the establishment of a military landscape in areas such as the welsh marches had a
similar impact on the countryside

A Popular History of Ireland

1869
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an examination into two of the most important activities undertaken by the normans

The Normans in Europe

1883

turold wadard and vitalis why are they on the bayeux tapestry

Domination and Lordship

2011-02-21

this book investigates whether a power shift has taken place in the asia pacific region since the end of the cold war by systematically examining the
development of power dynamics in asia pacific it challenges the notion that a wealthier and militarily more powerful china is automatically turning the
regional tides in its favour with a special emphasis on sino us competition the book explores the alleged linkage between the regional distribution of
relevant material and immaterial capabilities national power and the much cited regional power shift the book presents a novel concept for measuring
power in international relations by outlining a composite index on aggregated power ciap that includes 55 variables for 44 regional countries and covers
a period of twenty years moreover it develops a middle power theory that outlines the significance of middle powers in times of major power shifts by
addressing political military and economic cooperation via a structured focused comparison and by applying a comparative historical analysis the book
analyses in depth the bilateral relations of six regional middle powers to washington and beijing

Landscapes of the Norman Conquest

2022-11-04

whilst historians often regard the norman kingdom of sicily as centralised and administratively advanced county and nobility in norman italy counters
this traditional interpretation far from centralised and streamlined this book reveals how the genesis and social structures of the kingdom were
constantly fraught between the forces of royal power and local aristocracy authority in doing so hervin fernandez aceves sheds important new light on
medieval italy this book is the result of thorough research conducted on the vast source material for the history of this fascinating 12th century world
starting with the activities of norman counts and the configuration of the counties it explores how social control operated in these nodes of regional
authority and argues that the sicilian monarchy relied on the counties and the counts authority to keep the realm united and exercise control

Crusading and Pilgrimage in the Norman World

2015

begun in 2010 as part of the histories of literatures in european languages series sponsored by the international comparative literature association the
current project on new literary hybrids in the age of multimedia expression recognizes the global shift toward the visual and the virtual in all areas of
textuality the printed verbal text is increasingly joined with the visual often electronic text this shift has opened up new domains of human achievement
in art and culture the international roster of 24 contributors to this volume pursue a broad range of issues under four sets of questions that allow a
larger conversation to emerge both inside the volume s sections and between them the four sections cover 1 multimedia productions in theoretical and
historical perspective 2 regional and intercultural projects 3 forms and genres and 4 readers and rewriters in multimedia environments the essays
included in this volume are examples of the kinds of projects and inquiries that have become possible at the interface between literature and other media
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new and old they emphasize the extent to which hypertextual multimedia and virtual reality technologies have enhanced the sociality of reading and
writing enabling more people to interact than ever before at the same time however they warn that as long as these technologies are used to reinforce old
habits of reading writing they will deliver modest results one of the major tasks pursued by the contributors to this volume is to integrate literature
in the global informational environment where it can function as an imaginative partner teaching its interpretive competencies to other components of the
cultural landscape

Anglo-Norman Studies XXXVIII

2016

a series which is a model of its kind edmund king history

The History of Sicily from the Earliest Times

1891

History of Ireland, from the Anglo-Norman Invasion Till the Union of the Country with Great Britain

1838

The History of the Norman Conquest of England

2020-06-30

The Encyclopaedia Britannica

1884

The Treasury of History, Being a History of the World

1850

The Age of Hildebrand

1896
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Statistics of Power and Machinery Employed in Manufactures

1887

The Encyclopaedia Britannica

1896

Shifting Power in Asia-Pacific?

2016-11-03

A Child's History of England

1896

The Reign of William Rufus and the Accession of Henry the First

1882

Senior standard history readers

1883

The Adventures of Oliver Twist

1884

County and Nobility in Norman Italy

2020-07-23
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The Encyclopedia Britannica

1878

The Encyclopædia Britannica

1898

The History of England by ... Sir J. Mackintosh. 3 Vol. Continued by W. Wallace and R. Bell. Vol. 4-10

1853

New Literary Hybrids in the Age of Multimedia Expression

2014-11-15

Proceedings of the Battle Conference 2008

2009
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